Recently many authors (see [ 1]-[6]) have worked to derive the conditions to obtain the starshapcdiiess of the coincidence sets and level sets of the solutions of the Dirichlct obstacle problem. In this paper we extend the results of B. Kawohl ([1]'84, [2]'84, [3]'85) and S. Sakaguchi ([5]'84) to show the starshapedness property for the level sets, coincidence sets in the obstacle problem for the nonzero force / and the slighter assumption for the obstacle 9 and nonconvexity of domain Q. We were able to show the starshapedness with respect to small ball of above sets under stronger assumption imposed on the obstacle.
LEMMA 1 ([7]). If bounded, open set Q C R
n is starsliaped with respect to x 0 £ i2 then ii is also slarshaped with respect to XQ. Proof. We have to show that for arbitrary constant c € R level sets of i.e. n c = {x efi : 9(x) > c} are starshaped with rcspect to x 0 .
We mark that for c > Af level sets J? c are empty hence starshaped. Thus it suffices to consider c < M. Let us fix c < M. Since <P(XQ) = M we state that xo E fl c -We take arbitrary x € Q c thus igfi and !P(x) > c. From the starshapedncss of Q wc liavc that XQX C ft.
Condition (1.1) indicates that $ nonincreases along rays emanating from xo-Thus since W(x) > c then !?(x + i(x -xo)) > c for t G [0,1] which finishes the proof. Remark 1. Condition (1.1) is satisfied if & is concave and has a maximum at xo (see [1] 
We assume that force f satisfies
Moreover let u > 0 be the solution of the following obstacle problem.
where K is defined by the condition
Then the level sets of u with respect to Q are starshaped with respect to XQ.
Proof. It is well known (see [6] ) that there exists the unique solution u € K of (1.5) and u (E C 1,p (f2). During the proof we shall show that the function u satisfies the assumptions of Lemma 2.
We shall divide the proof into 3 parts.
Part 1. We shall see that u < M on Q. Let us put v = min(?i,M). From the Sobolev lemma (see [6] ) we derive that v £ //¿(J?) and obviously v € K. Thus we get Hence for all y of the type y = t] 77, 0 < ti < 12 we have the following
> 0. If in particularly wc take ti = 0 we shall obtain IVM(I) < 0 for x e on.
Part 3. From [6] we know that the solution u € K of the obstacle problem (1.5) satisfies the equation
In the coincidence set I we have from Remark 1 that (« -z 0 ) Vu(z) = (x -x 0 ) V&(x) < 0.
Next from the Gilbarg-Tnidinger theorem (see [8] ) we conclude that u £ C 3 ' p (i2 \ I) so we can calculate ¿i{(x -.To) V?i(x)} and write
We have actually proved that
Then from the strong maximum principle we deduce that
and the proof is complete.
Now we would like to establish a new result about the starshapedness of the coincidence set in above obstacle problem. This means that xxo C I. Now we would like to improve the knowledge of the topological properties of level and coincidence sets of solution of the Dirichlet obstacle problem. We shall derive starshapedncss with respect to the small ball of those sets.
We shall require slighter stronger assumptions imposed on the obstacle 9 and domain ft. 
//,, : x n+1 = w y (x) = W(T,)(.T -y) + 9(y)
does not touch ft x {0}. I\ is not empty since xo -the point where 9 attains its maximum belongs to /j. Since 9 6 C 2 (ft) then there exists certain neighbourhood B v (xo) with 77 > 0 such that B n (xo) C I\. Let us take yE.Ii-Clearly iD y \on > 0 and w y > 9 from the concavity of Moreover Aw y = 0 in ft which gives together with assumption (1.4) that w y is a -A -f supcrsolution of the obstacle problem (1.5), hence (see [6] ) u < w y in ft.
Last statement indicates that for y € h we have
This way we have shown that /i C / so we can put Assumption (1.9) gives us that for 0 < 6 < So there exists e = s(5) such that for any y 6 L) e{xo)
Because if (1.11) is not satisfied, then there exists sequences y n xq and x n -> x such that (x n -y n ) V!i r (x ri ) > 0 which contradicts with (1.9) since x ^ Xo provided 6 > 0. Now we denote by /? = min(£,e). We shall repeat the same argumentation as it was done during the proof of Theorem 1 to show (1.12) (« -y) VM(.T) < 0 for x € 72 and any y € Bp( xo) .
Clearly (x -y) Vu(.r) < 0 for any x € 0i2 and y 6 Bp(x a ) provided Q is starshaped with respect to any y G Bp( Xo y In the coincidence set we have from (1.11) (« -y)Vu(x) = (.r -y)V\P(x) < 0 so using the strong maximum principle we conclude once again that (1.12) holds what implies starshapedness of level sets of solution with respect to any point y from the ball ¿?/3( Xo ) and finishes the proof.
As an immediate corollary of Theorem 2, 3 we state the following: THEOREM 4 . Under assumptions of Theorem 3, the coincidence set of the solution u of the obstacle problem (1.5) with admissible set of the form (1.6) is starshaped with respcct to the ball B T ( Xo ), where 0 < r < Proof. We put r = miii(<!>o,£,£) where ¿o is defined by (1.10) and e appeared in (1.11). Next we repeat the argumentation of the proof of Theorem 2, taking instead of xq arbitrary y 6 B T ( Xo y R e m a r k 2. Theorems 1,2,3,4 are also valid for the functions /,of the homogeneous type. We shall investigate these cases with some applications to the convergence of sequences of level and coincidence sets in obstacle problems.
(1.11) (x -y) W(x) < 0 for x€f2\ B S{xo) . 
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